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Learn to perform 50 unbelievable magic tricks that will impress and astonish any
audience! Features QR codes with links to trick videos for easy learning and visual aid! This
delightful book reveals some of magic's best-kept secrets, showing you step-by-step exactly
how the tricks are done from multiple angles. Learn easy-yet-mystifying card tricks, awe-inspiring
coin tricks, mentalism tricks for reading someone's mind, deceptive bets, and amazing
visual tricks that you can do with everyday objects, including how to:Make a pen
disappearLevitate a dollarSend a cup through a tableTear a napkin and restore it to its original
statePut a need through a balloon without popping itCrack an apple open with your bare
handsAnd more!In addition to these jaw-dropping tricks, this book provides readers with:QR
Codes with trick videos for visual aidPractice and performance tipsJokes to use when
performingAdditional resourcesAnd more!Ultimately, by the end of this book not only will you
know fifty mind-blowing magic tricks, but you will also know exactly how to perform them
confidently. The book is the perfect gift for aspiring magicians or anyone who wants to impress
their family and friends!

"Clear, concise and informative. This is a great magic book for anyone wanting to learn
easy yet mind-blowing magic tricks. Highly recommended!"—Max Rendall, Magic Circle
magician"I wish I had this book when I first got started in magic. The images are really clear and
QR codes make learning the effects so much easier" —Tom Bolton, Magic Circle magician"The
perfect book for anyone looking to get into magic." —Alisdair Gurling, Magic Circle
magicianAbout the AuthorOscar Owen was born and raised in London, and has been
performing magic professionally for over seven years. Combining incredible card, coin, and mind
tricks, he has performed to some of the most famous celebrities in the world at private parties
and red carpet events. He has also spent the last several years teaching thousands of magicians
around the world the art of magic, amassing over 60 million views on his YouTube tutorials and
over 600,000 subscribers. He specializes in close-up magic with cards, coins, and everyday
objects.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Beautiful Book. Book arrived earlier than anticipated and is very
beautiful and well articulated. Oscar is definitely a master of his craft and I am very appreciative
of his heart to share the things he’s learned in Magic with amateurs like myself. Wish you all the
best Oscar in your future endeavors.”

Alli, “It's an amazing Magic Book!. I like this product cause it's full of fun and easy tricks! If I don;t
know how to use them then I just use the QR code to find a video. I like how the tricks are so
easy yet they fool a number of audience. I used these tricks on y brother and some of my friends!
( I fooled them!!!) Thanks so much for releasing this Oscar!! -MusicBoy16”

John, “Must have. If you are into magic, if you’re not into magic, if you are young, if you are old or
if you’re Penn & Teller…you should buy this book. I’m not over stating when I say it’s a modern
day classic. A complete package of beautiful print, digital QR code links and suggested patter,
for one crazy low price. Great job Owen.”

John, “Amazing!. I am a seasoned magician and I still find this helpful and amazingly detailed. A
definite must buy for magicians. Also, a great gift for beginner magicians. Great price for what
you get.”

Tomaisss, “Best book. Really helped me to impress my family and friends. This book took my
magic level to the next level. Thank you Oscar.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Easy to Follow Book. It’s a great book to go through and it also provides
QR codes for each individual trick for a video tutorial for another visual presentation on how the
trick is performed. Can’t wait to fool my friends and family members with this book!”

jamiemcd, “This is a great book!. My son loves this book and Oscar! The book is very easy to
follow with clear pictures and instructions to all of the tricks. My son is the master of all magic
tricks thanks to Oscar!”

Hernan D. Lopera, “All the tricks are very good explained. I love the book”

fifa king, “Brilliant Book. I’ve been into magic for about 4 years as a hobbyist. I’ve bought many
books, but what’s so great about this one compared to others, is the amount of pictures to assist.
No reading the same bit over and over again trying to interpret what you are supposed to do. It’s
so easy to follow.I also watch Oscar Owen’s videos on YouTube and simply put they are first
class. So all I will say is this, get this book, watch his videos on YouTube and join his card magic
pro course too which is a worth every penny. This guy will help take your magic to the next level!



You will not be disappointed.”

Charlie, “The one magic book to rule them all!. If there is one ‘magic book’ you should buy then
this is it. Period. It is perfect for beginners who are looking to learn the strongest magic effects
out there, in a simple and easy-to-follow environment. Not only are the tricks INSANE, but you
can learn them fast (without any previous experience needed). Oscar has included QR codes on
each page, so you can actually watch a performance of each trick before you learn it. This was
so helpful and allowed me learn in minutes rather than hours. Looking to get into magic? This is
the book you need!”

Frequently Honest Frank, “Great for beginners. One of the good books of tricks to learn magic.
Easy to follow”

Axel, “Really Mindblowing!. At first: I live in Germany and German is my mothertongue. Although
my English is fluent, I have to state that every explanation is very easy to understand, even for
less experienced speakers! Filled up with pics, QR-Codes for seeing Oscar perform and hints
on "how to present" and even a JOKE BANK, this book will lead you in almost no time to
success. Everybody who knows Oscars YT-Channel, can be assured that the tricks in that book
are explained in the same accurate way. I ordered my book in November 21 and it was delivered
to me a few days ago. And it was worth the wait! Great mixture of card/mentalism/every day
objects. Love it!”

Fatih Yüksekkaya, “Easy to Understand and Essential Magic Tricks. This book offers all the tricks
you must know to be the life of any party or family/friends gathering. They are kept simple but still
are amazingly deceptive, and with the clear explanations and additional performance videos you
can pretty much perform the first tricks right away. Probably one of the best magic books out
there you can buy to get started with the art of deception!I can definitely recommend to buy the
book, especially for people who want a short and clear explanation of the most essential magic
tricks.”

The book by Oscar Owen has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 52 people have provided feedback.
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